Century-scale effects of increased atmospheric CO$_2$ on the ocean–atmosphere system
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Several studies have addressed the likely effects of CO$_2$-induced climate change over the coming decades 1-10, but the longer-term effects have received less attention. Yet these effects could be very significant, as persistent increases in global mean temperatures may ultimately influence the large-scale processes in the coupled ocean–atmosphere system that are thought to play a central part in determining global climate. The thermohaline circulation is one such process — Broecker has argued 11 that it may have undergone abrupt changes in response to rising temperatures and ice-sheet melting at the end of the last glacial period. Here we use a coupled ocean–atmosphere climate model to study the evolution of the world's climate over the next few centuries, driven by doubling and quadrupling of the concentration of atmospheric CO$_2$. We find that the global mean surface air temperature increases by about 3.5 and 7 °C, respectively, over 500 years, and that sea-level rise owing to thermal expansion alone is about 1 and 2 m respectively (ice-sheet melting could make these values much larger). The thermal and dynamical structure of the oceans changes markedly in the quadrupled-CO$_2$ climate — in particular, the ocean settles into a new stable state in which the thermohaline circulation has ceased entirely and the thermocline deepens substantially. These changes prevent the ventilation of the deep ocean and could have a profound impact on the carbon cycle and biogeochemistry of the coupled system.

The model used here 3 consists of a general circulation model (GCM) of the atmosphere and oceans, and a simple model of land surfaces that includes the budgets of heat and water. It is a global model with realistic geography. The atmospheric GCM includes the seasonal variation of insolation, and predicted cloud cover which depends only on the relative humidity. It has nine vertical finite difference levels. The horizontal distribution of predicted variables is represented by spherical harmonics 15 associated Legendre functions for each of 15 Fourier components and by corresponding grid-point values. The oceanic GCM uses a finite difference technique with a regular grid system which has horizontal spacing (4.5° latitude) by (3.75° longitude) and 12 vertical levels. This model is similar to that of Bryan and Lewis 12, except that it mimics the effect of mesoscale eddies by the diffusion of potential temperature and salinity on isopycinal surfaces. The atmospheric and oceanic GCMs interact through the exchange of heat, water and momentum.

Assuming the temporal variations of atmospheric CO$_2$ in Fig. 1a, three 500-year integrations of the coupled model are done. One is a standard integration (S) in which the atmospheric CO$_2$ remains unchanged. In a second integration (4×C), the CO$_2$ concentration increases by 1% yr$^{-1}$ (compound) (close to the "business as usual" (BAU) radiative forcing rate obtained by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 13; IPCC) until it reaches four times the normal value at about the 140th year and remains unchanged thereafter. In a third integration (2×C), the CO$_2$ concentration also increases at the rate of 1% yr$^{-1}$ (compound) until it doubles around the 70th year and remains unchanged thereafter. By comparing the three integrations, one can evaluate the long-term impact of the doubling and quadrupling of atmospheric CO$_2$ on the coupled system.

The initial conditions for these integrations have realistic seasonal and geographical distributions of surface temperature, surface salinity and sea ice; the atmospheric and oceanic components of the model are nearly in equilibrium with these distributions. When the time integration of the model starts from this initial condition, the model climate rapidly drifts towards its own equilibrium state. To minimize the drift, the fluxes of heat and water at the ocean–atmosphere interface are adjusted by amounts that vary seasonally and geographically 9. These adjustments, applied to all three integrations identified above, are independent of the anomalies of temperature and
qualitatively similar feature is indicated in the curve of sea-level rise in the 2×C integration. The total sea-level rise over the entire 500-year period of the 4×C amounts to about 1.8 m and is substantially larger than the corresponding rise of about 1 m in the 2×C.

Although the melt water from continental ice sheets is not included in the computation of sea-level rise mentioned above, the rate of melting at the surface of ice sheets has been estimated from the surface heat budget. If the effect of melt water were taken into consideration, the resulting sea-level rise could be much larger.

Figure 2 indicates that, in the 4×C, the thermohaline circulation (THC) almost disappears in most of the model oceans, leaving behind wide-driven cells. For example, the THC nearly vanishes in the North Atlantic during the first 200-yr integration (Fig. 3). In the immediate vicinity of the Antarctic continent, the THC weakens and becomes shallower (Fig. 2), markedly reducing the formation of Antarctic Bottom Water. This in turn weakens the northward flow of bottom water in both Pacific and Atlantic.

The near-extinction of the THC described above is attributable mainly to the capping of oceans by relatively fresh water in high latitudes, where the supply of water to the ocean surface increases markedly. The excess of precipitation over evaporation and runoff from continents increases in high-latitude oceans because of the enhanced poleward transport of water vapour in the warmer model troposphere.

The evolution of the THC in 4×C described above can be

FIG. 1 Temporal variations of: a, logarithm of atmospheric CO₂ concentration; b, global mean surface air temperature (K); and c, global mean increase of sea level (cm) due to thermal expansion, computed as the difference between 4×C and S, and 2×C and S.

salinity at oceanic surface, and so neither damp nor amplify the anomalies.

Figure 1b contains the time series of global mean surface air temperature from the 4×C, 2×C, and S integrations. During the first 140 years of the 4×C integration, the global mean surface air temperature increases by 5 °C, at the rate of ~3.5 °C per century. After the 140th year, the global mean surface air temperature increases slowly by an additional 1.5 °C despite the absence of further CO₂ increase in the model atmosphere. The large thermal inertia of the deep ocean is mainly responsible for this residual warming.

A qualitatively similar feature is evident in the time series of the 2×C integration. During the first 70 years, the global mean temperature increases by 2.2 °C, again at the rate of 3.5 °C per century. After atmospheric CO₂ stops increasing at the 70th year, the global mean surface air temperature increases by an additional 1 °C.

The temporal variations of global mean sea level due to thermal expansion of sea water alone are estimated for both the 4×C and 2×C integrations (Fig. 1c), although sea level is not explicitly predicted in the present model. During the first few decades of the 4×C experiment, the sea level rises by ~1 cm per decade. The sea level continues to rise long after the 140th year when the atmospheric carbon dioxide stops increasing. A

FIG. 2 Stream function of zonal mean meridional circulation in model oceans. Top: initial distribution obtained from the S. Bottom: average over the 400–500th year of the 4×C. Units on contours are in Sverdrups (10⁶ m³ s⁻¹).
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compared with the 2XC in which the atmospheric carbon dioxide increases until it doubles (Fig. 3). In the 2XC, the intensity of the THC in North Atlantic again keeps decreasing long after the 70th year when atmospheric CO₂ stops increasing and the rates of surface warming and freshening are abruptly reduced; it is eventually reduced to less than half of its original intensity. The THC begins to recover very slowly, however, around the 150th year of the integration. Because of the reduction of the upward advection of cold water that accompanies the weakening of the THC, a large warming of the subsurface layer takes place in the 2XC between the Equator and 45°N latitude in the North Atlantic. The resulting increase in the density contrast between the sinking and rising regions seems to be responsible for the gradual recovery of the THC in the North Atlantic by the 500th year.

The results from the 2XC described above imply that the weakening of the THC in the Atlantic during the early phases of both experiments does not represent the collapse of the circulation due to an instability. Instead, it represents a slow adjustment to the evolving density structure of the model Atlantic Ocean. Once the THC vanishes in the 4XC integration, however, it does not regenerate despite the intensification and deep penetration of positive temperature anomaly in low and middle latitudes. This suggests that the state of inactive THC reached in the 4XC is a stable state which is distinct from the state of the active circulation maintained in the early phase of both integrations. The existence of two stable equilibria in a coupled ocean–atmosphere model has been demonstrated previously. Is it important to recognize that an adjustment of surface water flux is needed to sustain the THC in the Atlantic Ocean of the present model. Although the adjustments of heat and water fluxes are independent of the anomalies of the sea surface temperature and salinity, and do not affect the damping rate of these anomalies, the sensitivity of the THC in the present coupled model could be significantly different from the actual sensitivity. Therefore, even if atmospheric carbon dioxide is quadrupled, the near-disappearance of the THC may not occur in the real ocean. On the other hand, if the freshening of near-surface water due to the melting of continental ice sheets had been incorporated into the model, it could have induced the disappearance of the THC in the 2XC.

Towards the end of the 4XC experiment, the thermocline becomes deeper, particularly over the North Atlantic, where the near-disappearance of thermohaline circulation results in significant warming and increased salinity of intermediate water. The rise of surface air temperature (Fig. 4) is particularly large (11–16 °C) over the Arctic Ocean where sea ice disappears almost completely during the warmer half of the year by the end of the CO₂-quadrupling integration. On the other hand, it is smaller (5–8 °C) in the northern North Atlantic and the Circumpolar Ocean of the Southern Hemisphere. Here the increase of sea surface temperature is reduced because of vertical mixing of heat in the oceans. The warming over continents ranges from 7 °C to 10 °C and is larger than that over oceanic regions with the exception of the Arctic Ocean mentioned above. The temperature change described above is almost as large as the difference between the present climate and the warm climate of the Late Cretaceous approximately 65–90 million years ago. In the 2XC, the pattern of surface air temperature resembles, but is half as large as, the change in 4XC.

Averaged globally, the rate of increase in surface air temperature is ~3.5 °C per century during the first 150 years of the 4XC when the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide increases at the rate of 1% yr⁻¹ (roughly the BAU rate obtained by the IPCC). This is slightly larger than the IPCC’s best estimate of 3.0 °C per century. It has been estimated that the equilibrium response of the present model to the doubling of atmospheric CO₂ is approximately 3.5 °C in global mean surface air temperature. This response belongs in the upper half of the 1.5–4.5 °C range of climate sensitivity estimated by the IPCC. Thus, it is possible that the present model may exaggerate the sensitivity of the actual climate.

According to the IPCC, a quadrupling of the CO₂ equivalent of greenhouse gases could be realized if the BAU emission of greenhouse gases continued until the end of the twenty-first century. Draconian measures would probably be required to prevent the CO₂ equivalent of greenhouse gases from quadrupling. Considering the possible overestimate of climate sensitivity by the present model, it may be reasonable to speculate that the 2XC and 4XC experiments provide a probable range of future climate change. Nevertheless, one should not discard too readily the possibility of very large long-term climate change such as that which occurred in the 4XC experiment.
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![Fig. 3 Temporal variation of the intensity of the thermohaline circulation in the North Atlantic from the 4XC, 2XC and S. Here the intensity is defined as the maximum value of the stream function representing the meridional circulation (for example Fig. 2) in the North Atlantic.](image)

![Fig. 4 Geographical distributions of the increase of surface air temperature from the CO₂-quadrupling experiment computed as the difference between the time mean values over the 400–500th year of the 4XC and the S integrations.](image)
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